“A great voice!”
– John Platt (WFUV, NY)
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about the Artist
Glen Roethel’s new studio release, Unfolding is a refreshing collection of 12 new
original songs which explore big questions like, “Why am I here?” and “OK, now
what?” Fans are calling it “honest,” “personal,” and “all about the voice.” Perhaps,
but the songs seem to draw from a deeper well – a place of transition, transformation. Consider the hope in “Something Good” – rising like a phoenix from the
devastation of California wildfires – or the playfulness in “Blue Canoe” peering
through a child’s eyes to question, then ultimately forgive the social and ecological
impact of damming for electricity and drinking water. In “Family” Glen tells the
true story of his adoption, unveiling the struggles and joys wrapped within the
great gift he received as a child: a stable home. The title track, “Unfolding As I Go”
and the anthemic eco-justice call-to-action, “Beautiful Now” highlight the jagged
seam where “surrender” and “activism” can be stitched together to inspire a
patchwork quilt of hope.

Roethel is a New York-based, California-born contemporary folk singer-songwriter
and guitar-player’s guitarist (though he also has played bass, keys and percussion
in ensembles as diverse as a Jamaican Reggae band, a heavy alt-rock band, and
a jazz band of 3 formerly-incarcerated men with the Director of Deutsche Bank
on drums). He has played in wondrous places like Gotham Hall, NYC and for TED
Conferences – delighting audiences with thoughtful songwriting, soaring vocals,
infectious joy and accomplished acoustic guitar playing for more than 30 years.
His songs grace TV and syndicated radio, and are published in songbooks which
include the Hal Leonard compilation titled 101 Inspiring Songs. As founder and
primary creative in the popular trio Gathering Time, Glen penned, arranged,
recorded and produced most of the group’s catalogue, also contributing to 7 new
records by his peers – some critically acclaimed – upon returning to his solo work
in 2013. He supports other national artists such as Sloan Wainwright, Marci Geller,
Penny Nichols, and Angela McKenzie in concert on guitar and vocals when not on
tour himself. Most importantly he passionately supports his beloved wife, Dr. Dawn
Ravella in her award-winning efforts for Restorative Justice alternatives to incarceration, tumbling socio-economic barriers, ending the cycle of poverty and creating a more just world for everyone. Visit http://youtu.be/RwGvwZb5v_k.
Interviews with Glen (and Dr. Dawn) can be arranged.
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Hear what the buzz is all about.

1. UNFOLDING AS I GO (3:23). (g. roethel) Acoustic

“I’ve got
questions more than answers, more reactions than
real plans. What’s the meaning of my life? I just don’t
know. It’s unfolding as I go.” Sometimes it’s enough
just to know that you don’t know. [Feat. Mark Dann,
bass; Dan Hickey, drums]

guitar, bass, drums, mid-tempo, determined, driving.

2. VANISHING POINT (FLYING) (3:34). (g. roethel)
Slow build, big sky, deep breath, big vocal musical flight; duet
with Sloan! “The vanishing point on the open road,

gold at the end of a rainbow – wide and welcoming to
wanderers, popping with possibilities!” Aim high, cast
off old definitions, think big! [Feat. Sloan Wainwright,
vocal; Mark Dann, bass; Dan Hickey, drums]
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3. BLUE CANOE (4:43). (g. roethel) Driving, bouyant,
poignant, fun! “When the river rises, I’ll take you in my

8. NO PROBLEMS TODAY (2:58). (g. roethel)

4. BEAUTIFUL NOW (3:25). (g. roethel) Soft, then big

9. LIFE’S TOO SHORT (3:16). (g. roethel) Fun grooving
rocker. Guitar, bass, drums, vocal. “Life’s too short to be stuck

blue canoe.” Cities thirst for electricity and water;
dams provide. But they change the landscape and
erase history, displacing settlements of people,
foliage and other wildllfe. Is this short-sighted? [Feat.
Penny Nichols, vocals; Mark Dann, bass; Dan Hickey,
drums/percussion]
“...we are broken, but we are hopeful the
dream, now spoken, will become beautiful now.”
Imagine having stewardship of an entire planet when
you’re just another dependent being living on the
“Tiny Blue Dot.” Responsibility! [Feat. Amy Soucy &
Sharon Goldman singing angelic background vocals!]

anthemic.

5. FAMILY (4:05). (g. roethel, sue riley) Ballad, acoustic

guitar/piano. “It was mine to do.” This

is a true story
about the young couple who adopted me and my two
brothers, saving our lives with their loving, selfless
actions. [Feat. Sue Riley, vocals & piano]

6. SOMETHING GOOD (3:45). (g. roethel) Gentle

“I can recall the last rainfall.
And I should, it was the start of something good.” The
fires were approaching San Diego, my birthplace. My
best friend was a first responder... There must be
something good in this. [Feat. Penny Nichols, vocals]
ballad, acoustic guitar/vocals.

7. DANDELION DREAMS (3:12). (g. roethel, sue riley,

penny nichols, chris kunstadter) Playful pop-rock. Jungle beat,
hyper-tuned harmony vox. “I am dreaming. You can’t stop

me.” This is a fresh look at positive outlooks, new
beginnings, possibilities and “getting out there.”
[Feat. Sue Riley, vocals]

Playful ukulele, ukulele bass, drums. Reminiscent of “Don’t
Worry, Be Happy.” “I’ve got my problems, my problems,

but not today. I’ve got no problems today.” Very light,
whistle-along ditty about turning attention away from
your problems just for a moment. [Feat. Mark Dann,
ukulele bass]

in-between, like a sandwich of ‘Oh, what should I be?’”
Zen reincarnation meets Arturian philosphy meets
The Dead Poets Society – fun! [Feat. Penny Nichols,
vocals; Mark Dann, bass & roto-electric guitar; Dan
Hickey, drums]

10. SECRET SPECIAL SKILL (2:18). (g. roethel)

BIG sound. Exciting acoustic punk. Pretty loud. Sounds great
that way. “I’ve got a secret special skill no one knows

about, and I can’t wait to show the world!” This
message-driven song shouts that we ALL have
amazing gifts, so find them and share them! [Feat.
Mark Dann, punk bass; Dan Hickey, drums]

11. TOGETHER (5:09). (g. roethel) Power ballad.

Starts intimate, big build-up. “We walk together.” Anthemic

declaration: “I believe that we are all connected!”
[Feat. Penny Nichols, vocals]

12. SHINE ALL THE LIGHT (4:01). (by glen roethel,

sue riley, richard mekdeci) Mid-tempo, groove-oriented, plucky
electric guitar, bass, drums. “Today, I’ve made the decision

to shine all the light that’s in me.” On being a more
responsible person, caring for each other, and
“respecting my connection to all things.”

